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Abstract 45 

Institutions of higher education (IHEs) have been a focus of SARS-CoV-2 transmission 46 

studies but there is limited information on how viral diversity and transmission at IHEs changed 47 

as the pandemic progressed. Here we analyze 3606 viral genomes from unique COVID-19 48 

episodes collected at a public university in Seattle, Washington (WA) from September 2020 to 49 

September 2022. Across the study period, we found evidence of frequent viral transmission 50 

among university affiliates with 60% (n=2153) of viral genomes from campus specimens 51 

genetically identical to at least one other campus specimen. Moreover, viruses from students 52 

were observed in transmission clusters at a higher frequency than in the overall dataset while 53 

viruses from symptomatic infections were observed in transmission clusters at a lower 54 

frequency. Though only a small percentage of community viruses were identified as possible 55 

descendants of viruses isolated in university study specimens, phylodynamic modelling 56 

suggested a high rate of transmission events from campus into the local community, 57 

particularly during the 2021-2022 academic year. We conclude that viral transmission was 58 

common within the university population throughout the study period but that not all 59 

university affiliates were equally likely to be involved. In addition, the transmission rate from 60 

campus into the surrounding community may have increased during the second year of the 61 

study, possibly due to return to in-person instruction. 62 

 63 

 64 

 65 
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Introduction 67 

The Covid-19 pandemic was marked by serial emergence of new SARS-CoV-2 variants 68 

which outcompeted and replaced older variants in the general population1. Geographical and 69 

chronologic variation in circulating variants was revealed through viral genome sequencing 70 

surveillance2. These efforts were integral for identifying functional differences among variants 71 

with regards to transmissibility, symptom profile and severity, and degree of neutralization by 72 

antibodies resulting from previous infection or vaccination3. Genomic surveillance also helped 73 

to predict fluctuations in incidence of COVID-19 and has aided public health authorities in 74 

devising mitigation strategies and informing new vaccine formulations and recommendations4. 75 

Educational institutions, including institutions of higher education (IHE), have been a 76 

major focus of surveillance efforts during the pandemic. These efforts have been aimed at 77 

improving understanding of transmission and informing infection control strategies. Though 78 

IHEs vary widely in size, demographics, and setting, most IHE populations are predominantly 79 

made up of young, healthy adults, that are at relatively low risk of severe disease from SARS-80 

CoV-25,6. Risk may be further mitigated by high rates of vaccine uptake in the setting of vaccine 81 

mandates at some IHEs7. However, features of IHE environments, such as communal housing 82 

and frequent social events, may promote the spread of respiratory viruses, including SARS-CoV-83 

28,9. IHE populations tend to be highly mobile, with students travelling to domestic or 84 

international locations during academic breaks, which may contribute to the dispersal of new 85 

variants9.  86 

SARS-CoV-2 epidemiology and transmission studies on IHE campuses have estimated 87 

varying viral transmission rates between IHE populations and their surrounding 88 
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communities8,10–15. Some of this variation is likely due to fixed differences among IHEs, as well 89 

as temporal variation in viral transmission dynamics across the pandemic. Most studies of 90 

SARS-CoV-2 in IHE populations to date have analyzed data collected during relatively short time 91 

frames (such as single academic quarters or semesters), preventing an accurate assessment of 92 

how transmission changed over time and how new viral variants and changes in mitigation 93 

strategies and human behavior shaped transmission as the pandemic progressed.    94 

Here we examine SARS-CoV-2 genomic sequence data and demographic, epidemiologic, 95 

and clinical data collected across from September 2020 to September 2022 as part of a 96 

university testing program, the Husky Coronavirus Testing (HCT) study. We used three different 97 

means to assess viral diversity and transmission. First, we characterized diversity of viruses seen 98 

on campus and compared this to viral diversity within the state. Second, we identified clusters 99 

of closely related HCT sequences and assessed the impact of demographic, epidemiologic, and 100 

clinical factors of study participants on cluster membership. Third, we examined phylogenetic 101 

relationships between university and community viruses.  102 

 103 

Methods and Materials 104 

Study Overview 105 

Data analyzed in this study were collected as part of the Husky Coronavirus Testing 106 

(HCT) study. HCT provided SARS-CoV-2 testing for affiliates (students, faculty, and staff) for the 107 

University of Washington (UW) main campus and two satellite campuses from September 2020 108 

to July 2023. Details of specimen and demographic, epidemiologic, and clinical data collection 109 

are described in prior studies16,17. Briefly, participation was open to all English-speaking 110 
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university affiliates. Participants completed an electronic questionnaire at enrollment and were 111 

sent daily attestation surveys. Throughout the study, participants were invited to test if they 112 

reported new symptoms, have a known exposure to a SARS-COV-2 case, or were members of a 113 

group experiencing an outbreak. Walk-in testing was also available for any reason. In addition, 114 

participants were invited to test from September 2020 to August 2021 following attendance at 115 

gatherings with >10 people, from September 2021 to July 2022 following out of state travel, 116 

and from August – September 2022 following report of a positive rapid test. The UW IRB 117 

approved this study (#00011148). All participants gave informed consent or assent and 118 

parent/guardian consent for participants under 18 years of age. 119 

Swab collection 120 

SARS-CoV-2 testing was performed via (1) participant self-swab collection observed by 121 

study personnel at testing sites on campus, (2) unobserved self-swab collection returned to an 122 

on-campus drop box, and (3) unobserved self-swab collection picked up by courier. Two swab 123 

types were used for observed swab collection at kiosks; US Cotton #3 Steripack Polyester Spun 124 

Swabs placed in a 10 mL tube were used at the beginning of the study with transition to 125 

RHINOsticTM RH_S000001 Automated Nasal Swabs placed in a MatrixTM 1.0 mL Thermo Fisher 126 

3741 ScrewTop tube in 2021. Swabs returned to drop boxes were RHINOsticTM while those 127 

returned via courier were US Cotton #3 swabs.  128 

Specimen testing for SARS-CoV-2 129 

  Specimens collected prior to November 18, 2020 were placed in universal transport 130 

media and viral nucleic acid was extracted using two commercial kits as described previously18. 131 

Specimens collected after November 18, 2020 were stored without preservatives or media. 132 
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Specimens were prepped for testing using an extraction-free protocol18. Aliquots of 5µL were 133 

used in four multiplexed RT-qPCR reactions. Two reactions used custom probe sets that 134 

targeted Orf1b and two used probes targeted the S-gene. Viral probe sets were multiplexed 135 

with a probe set for human RNase P. Specimens were positive for SARS-CoV-2 if viral gene 136 

targets and human RNase P were detected in at least three of four reactions.   137 

Genome Sequencing 138 

Genome sequencing was attempted on all specimens that tested positive for the 139 

presence of SARS-CoV-2 with an average cycle threshold of 30 or less. Magna Pure 96 kits 140 

(Roche) were used to extract nucleic acids from specimens and sequencing libraries were 141 

prepared using COVIDSeq kits (Illumina). Sequencing primers were updated at several points 142 

during the study period to account for emergence of new viral variants. Sequencing was 143 

performed using NextSeq2000 P200 kits (Illumina). Processing of raw sequence data and 144 

generation of consensus genomes was performed using a publicly available bioinformatic 145 

pipeline (https://github.com/seattleflu/assembly). All genome sequences used in this study 146 

were submitted to Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (GISAID)19.  147 

Genomic Analyses 148 

SARS-CoV-2 genomes used in analyses that were generated outside of the HCT study 149 

were downloaded from GISAID. Both HCT and GISAID genomes were screened for quality using 150 

Nextclade CLI20. Nextclade was also used to assign sequences to Nextstrain clades and Pango 151 

lineages. Sequences given an unfavorable quality rating by Nextclade (based on a sequence’s 152 

complement of missing data, mixed sites, private mutations, mutation clusters, frameshifts, and 153 

premature stop codons), with a missing collection date, or for which Nextclade was unable to 154 
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make a clade and/or lineage assignment were excluded from further analysis. Sequence 155 

alignment, masking of problematic loci, and phylogenetic tree generation were performed 156 

using Nextstrain21. Trees were visualized using Auspice. Groups of identical SARS-CoV-2 157 

sequences were identified using a previously described R package 158 

(https://github.com/blab/size-genetic-clusters)22. Each group of identical sequences were 159 

characterized by a set of mutations relative to the reference genome (Wuhan/Hu-1/2019, 160 

GenBank Accession MN908947). Any genome that carried the same mutations as a group of 161 

identical genomes plus additional mutations relative to the reference was categorized as a 162 

descendant of that group. Phylogenetic groups were identified as follows: a phylogenetic tree 163 

was constructed for each Nextstrain clade, which included all HCT and GISAID sequences from 164 

Washington State (WA) belonging to that clade during the study period. All terminal nodes in 165 

these trees were designated as HCT or non-HCT. Augur trait was used to assign HCT versus non-166 

HCT states for all internal nodes and to provide a likelihood of each state assignment23. All HCT 167 

terminal nodes that descended from the same internal node assigned a state of HCT with a 168 

likelihood of 95% or greater were grouped into a single phylogenetic cluster. 169 

Transmission Modeling 170 

Our transmission modeling analysis included SARS-CoV-2 sequences divided into 3 171 

regions of origin: HCT, consisting of HCT sequences; KC, consisting of sequences from King 172 

County (KC), WA; and other, which consisted of contextual sequences from around the world to 173 

account for outside viral introductions. We employed an equal temporal subsampling scheme 174 

to enrich for under sampled time periods by randomly choosing a maximum of 400 total 175 

sequences per region (HCT, KC, and other) sampled equally per each calendar month via Augur 176 
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filter23, resulting in a set of 1137 total sequences, which were input into the model. Given the 177 

differential number of specimens in each region-year-month combination, not all demes 178 

included a total number of 400 sequences. We chose an equal temporal subsampling scheme 179 

based on recent work showing that maximizing spatiotemporal diversity reduces bias in 180 

MASCOT24. 181 

Using the compiled input sequence set, we employed a MASCOT-Skyline approach, 182 

which approximates the structured coalescent, to predict when the most recent common 183 

ancestor for each sequence pair in our input set existed and which of the three regions this 184 

ancestor would have existed in. To generate these predictions, we made assumptions about 185 

effective population sizes of the three regions and migration among the regions. To allow for 186 

population sizes to change over time, we modeled effective population sizes similar to the 187 

Skygrid approach for unstructured populations25. We estimated the effective population size for 188 

each location between time t=0×tree height, …, t=1×tree height. Between each time point 189 

where we estimated Ne, we assumed exponential growth. A priori, we assumed that the 190 

effective population size at time t+1 is normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation 191 

s, with s being estimated. We assumed the migration rate to be constant forward-in-time, 192 

𝑚	 !
"#

, between states y and z. As the structured coalescent assumes backwards-in-time 193 

migration rates, we assumed that backwards-in-time rate of migration between state y and z, 194 

𝑚 $
#"
= 𝑚	 !

"#
	× %&(()!

%&(()"
. To infer effective population sizes and migration rates over time, we 195 

employed an adaptable multivariate gaussian operator26. 196 

Parameter traces were visually evaluated for convergence using Tracer (v1.7.1)27 and 197 

30% burn-in was applied for all phylodynamic analyses. Output from our modeling analysis was 198 
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a phylogenetic tree with internal nodes representing common ancestors of input sequence 199 

pairs. Tree plotting was performed with baltic (https://github.com/evogytis/baltic) and data 200 

visualizations were done using Altair28. We summarized trees as maximum clade credibility 201 

trees using TreeAnnotator and visually inspected posterior tree distributions using IcyTree29. 202 

Transmission between regions was calculated by measuring the number of migration jumps 203 

from HCT to KC and vice versa walking from tips to root in the posterior set of trees. Persistence 204 

time was measured by calculating the average number of days for a tip to leave its sampled 205 

location (HCT, KC, other), walking backwards up the phylogeny from tip up until node location 206 

was different from tip location30. 207 

 208 

Results 209 

Viral lineages and clades common in Washington State were observed among HCT specimens 210 

We sequenced 3,855 of 6,485 SARS-CoV-2 positive specimens collected by HCT from 211 

September 2020 to September 2022. These sequences represent 3% of all SARS-CoV-2 genomes 212 

generated from specimens collected in Washington State (WA) during this time. From this raw 213 

sequence set, we retained only one sequence per person per infection and filtered out poor 214 

quality sequences, resulting in 3,606 sequences (Figure 1) in the final dataset; 3195 of these 215 

sequences were collected during academic year 2 (September 1, 2021 – September 30, 2022; 216 

hereafter referred to as year 2) with 1813 collected between December 1, 2021 and February 217 

28, 2022 (Supplementary Figure S1). The final sequence set contained sequences from 19 218 

different Nextstrain clades and 115 Pango lineages (Supplementary Note S1; Supplementary 219 

Tables S1, S2).  220 
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To provide context for diversity seen among SARS-CoV-2 genomes from HCT specimens, 221 

we downloaded all SARS-CoV-2 genomes from specimens collected in WA outside of the HCT 222 

study from September 2020 to September 2022 from GISAID EpiCoV database19. After filtering 223 

out poor quality and duplicate sequences, a total of 119,215 WA genomes remained, 224 

representing 27 different clades and 333 lineages. All clades with a frequency of >0.2% and all 225 

lineages with a frequency of >0.4% among WA genomes were represented by at least one HCT 226 

genome. Most lineages in WA were rare (<0.4% of all WA genomes) and so more than half 227 

(n=224, 67.3%) of all WA lineages were not observed among HCT genomes. There were 6 228 

lineages that were represented in HCT but not the WA sequence set. These were all from 229 

samples collected in early January or late March 2022 (Supplementary Table S3). The percent of 230 

WA clades and lineages observed in HCT fluctuated over time; in year 2, these percentages 231 

appeared to spike at the beginning of academic quarters (Supplementary Figure S2; 232 

Supplementary Table S4). 233 

Average delay of one month between variant observation in WA and in HCT 234 

The prevalence of clades among HCT and WA sequences over time is shown in Figure 2. 235 

For clades and lineages seen among both HCT and WA genomes, we determined the date of 236 

first observation of a lineage and clade in each group. The average number of days from 237 

observation in WA to observation among HCT specimens was 35.1 days (median 24, range 0 – 238 

116) for clades and 35.5 days (median 28, range -56 to 170) for lineages (Supplementary Figure 239 

S3). Ten lineages were observed among HCT specimens before WA specimens. Notably, the 240 

BA.2 lineage, which was represented by 428 (11.9%) HCT sequences and 6,704 (5.6%) WA 241 

sequences and from which all currently circulating SARS-CoV-2 are descended, was among 242 
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these and was first observed on campus on January 3, 2022. Three of the other lineages first 243 

observed in HCT were also collected in January 2022. 244 

Most HCT SARS-CoV-2 specimens were closely related to at least one other HCT specimen 245 

We used two different approaches to identify groups of closely related HCT SARS-CoV-2 246 

genomes. First, we identified groups of identical genomes (which we refer to as “zero distance 247 

clusters”). There were 1730 unique haplotypes among HCT sequences, including 2153 248 

sequences that were identical to at least one other HCT sequence and 277 haplotypes 249 

represented by more than one HCT sequence (Figure 3A, Supplementary Table S5, 250 

Supplementary Figure S4). A single Omicron haplotype (clade 21K, lineage BA.1.1) was observed 251 

for 655 different sequenced specimens collected from December 17, 2021 until March 8, 2022 252 

(18.2% of all HCT genomes). Of the 277 zero distance clusters, 26 included 10 or more 253 

sequences. For each clade, the average size of zero distance clusters decreased with time since 254 

clade introduction (Supplementary Figure S5)22 consistent with declining transmission rate over 255 

time following variant introduction. The longest period over which a single haplotype was 256 

observed was 153 days (clade 21L, lineage BA.2).  257 

We also identified groups of identical sequences among a combined HCT and WA 258 

dataset. Of 277 HCT zero distance clusters, 133 (48%) represented a haplotype not observed 259 

among WA genomes (we refer to these as “HCT-only zero distance clusters”). The largest HCT-260 

only zero distance cluster (clade 21K, BA.1.20) included 12 sequences and the most persistent 261 

cluster (longest period from collection of first to last specimen) was observed over a period of 262 

35 days (clade 21K, BA.1.1). To assess for possible “spill-over” of virus from university affiliates 263 

into other populations, we looked for WA viruses that appeared to be descendants of one of 264 
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133 HCT-only zero distance clusters (see Methods). We found a total of 81 such non-HCT 265 

viruses, associated with 19 clusters (Supplementary Tables S6, S7). Over half (n=42, 51.9%) of 266 

these 81 viruses were of the BA.2 lineage (clade 21L). The largest number of non-HCT 267 

descendants of a single cluster was 37 (clade 21L, BA.2, Supplementary Figure S6). 268 

We created a phylogenetic tree for each clade that included all HCT and WA genomes. 269 

We used these trees to identify clusters (which we refer to as “phylogenetic clusters”) of HCT 270 

genomes that descend from a single introduction event (see Methods). These clusters ranged in 271 

size from 2 to 70 sequences with 19 clusters including more than 10 sequenced specimens 272 

(Figure 3, Supplementary Table S8). Most (n=198, 84.6%) of the 234 HCT phylogenetic clusters 273 

included only HCT sequences. However, a total of 218 WA sequences were part of an HCT 274 

sequence cluster. The largest number of non-HCT sequences in a single HCT phylogenetic 275 

cluster was 37 (clade 20I, lineage B.1.1.7; Supplementary Tables S9, S10). 276 

Model suggests high transmission rate from the university into the surrounding community 277 

To further explore the relationship between SARS-CoV-2 in university affiliates and the 278 

surrounding community, we modeled transmission dynamics to and from the HCT population. 279 

We limited the WA sequences in this analysis to those from King County (KC) to more 280 

accurately reflect the community immediately surrounding the university. In addition to 281 

including an HCT and KC region in the model, we also included an “other” region representing 282 

sequences from outside KC in WA and the rest of the world. After subsampling (see methods), a 283 

total of 1137 genomes were used as input for the model. Results suggested a higher forward 284 

migration rate from HCT into KC than vice versa (Figure 4; 10.8 migration events/lineage/year 285 

[95% highest posterior density (HPD) 4.3-19.9] vs 0.13 migration events/lineage/year [95% HPD 286 
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0.068-0.179]). We estimated that KC had at least 433 (IQR: 415-444) viral introduction events 287 

during the study period with at least 130 events (IQR: 126 – 137) coming from the HCT 288 

population.  These numbers represent the lower bound of the number of introductions as the 289 

absolute number is constrained by the total number of sequences in our specimen set. Our 290 

model indicated that viral lineages are more likely to circulate longer in the larger KC region 291 

(92.6 days, IQR: 86.4-101.1 days) than in the HCT population (77.2 days, IQR: 71.5 – 82.6 days). 292 

When analyzing transmission patterns across time, we find that viral flow between HCT and KC 293 

was dominated by spread from KC to HCT during academic year 1 (September 1, 2020 – August 294 

31, 2021, hereafter referred to as year 1), and from HCT to KC during year 2 (Figure 5).  295 

Participants with a sequenced viral genome were representative of those testing positive for 296 

SARS-CoV-2 297 

The 3,606 HCT genomes were from 3,560 unique individuals (Supplementary Table S11). 298 

Most (85.4%) were students, 57.5% identified as female, 8.6% were Latinx, and the majority 299 

were White (50.4%) or Asian (32.0%). Average age at the time of infection was 25.1 years 300 

(median 21.3 years, range 17.4 – 78.7). HCT participants with a sequenced specimen were 301 

overall demographically representative of all HCT participants with a positive test 302 

(Supplementary Table S12). 3,514 individuals had only one sequence in the dataset while 46 303 

individuals, who experienced infection with more than one clade/lineage of SARS-CoV-2 during 304 

the study period, had two sequences included in the dataset (Supplementary Table S13, 305 

Supplementary Note S2). Of these, 36 were first infected by a non-Omicron SARS-CoV-2 variant 306 

followed by an Omicron variant, 9 were infected by two different Omicron variants, and one 307 

was infected with two different non-Omicron variants (Supplementary Note S3).  308 
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Sequences from students, younger persons more likely to cluster with other HCT sequences 309 

We examined the impact of epidemiologic, demographic, and clinical factors of infected 310 

persons on the relationship among viruses in the HCT population. Students were 311 

overrepresented among re-infected individuals relative to their frequency in the complete 312 

dataset (one proportion z-test, 95.7% versus 85.4%, p = 0.048), while symptomatic infections 313 

were underrepresented (47.8% versus 75.5%, p < 0.0001, Figure 6, Supplementary Table S14). 314 

Additionally, average age at the time of infection was lower for those who experienced re-315 

infection than for all participants with a sequenced virus (21.1 versus 25.1, p < 0.0001). This was 316 

also observed when sequences from students and those from faculty/staff were considered 317 

separately (20.5 versus 21.7, p < 0.0001 and 33.0 versus 44.8, p = 0.0096).  318 

Sequences from students were overrepresented among those in zero distance, HCT-only 319 

zero distance, and phylogenetic clusters (90.9%, 97.0%, 97.6% versus 85.5%, p < 0.0001 for all) 320 

while sequences from non-students (faculty/staff/other) were underrepresented in all three 321 

cluster types (9.1%, 3.0%, 2.4% versus 14.5%, p < 0.0001 for all). Sorority/fraternity members 322 

were also overrepresented in all three cluster types (21.5%, 23.5%, 31.3% versus 18.6%, p = 323 

0.00022, 0.0276, <0.0001), while sequences from symptomatic infections were 324 

underrepresented among those in HCT-only zero distance and phylogenetic clusters (64.4%, 325 

65.9% versus 75.5%, p < 0.0001 for both). Finally, average age at the time of infection was 326 

lower for sequences in all three cluster types compared to average age for all sequences (23.4, 327 

21.3, 21.1 versus 25.1, p < 0.0001 for all). This difference was also observed when sequences 328 

from students were considered separately (21.3, 20.6, 20.6 versus 21.7, p < 0.0001 for all). 329 

Average ages at infection for sequences from non-students in all 3 cluster types did not differ 330 
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from the overall average age for non-students (44.0, 39.2, 43.2 versus 44.8, p = 0.3922, 0.6292, 331 

and 0.2305). Results of similar analyses for other demographic and epidemiologic variables are 332 

shown in Supplementary Figure S8. 333 

 334 

Discussion 335 

We studied SARS-CoV-2 cases with associated viral genomic data in a large, public 336 

university population over the first two academic years of the pandemic with a focus on 337 

characterizing viral diversity and transmission dynamics.  To our knowledge, this represents the 338 

largest survey to date of IHE SARS-CoV-2 cases with viral sequence data and one of the few 339 

based on data collected for more than one year. Our results provide an in-depth analysis of 340 

SARS-CoV-2 in an IHE population during many changes in viral epidemiology, transmission 341 

mitigation strategies, and human behavior. We found that some measures of viral diversity and 342 

transmission dynamics differed between year 1, during which online-only instruction occurred, 343 

and year 2, during which classes were conducted mostly in-person, or appeared to be impacted 344 

by the academic calendar; other measures were stable throughout the study period. We also 345 

observed that not all university affiliates were equally likely to be involved in campus-related 346 

viral transmission. Students and sorority/fraternity members were overrepresented in 347 

transmission clusters while faculty/staff and those with symptomatic infections were under-348 

represented relative to their representation in the full dataset. In addition, the average age at 349 

the time of infection of those in transmission clusters was lower than the overall average age 350 

and the average age of students in clusters was lower than the average age for all students. 351 

These findings provide context for and aid in interpretation of other studies of SARS-CoV-2 at 352 
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IHEs, particularly those with shorter study periods. They also can help administrators of IHEs 353 

target mitigation strategies toward affiliates at highest risk of involvement in campus-related 354 

SARS-CoV-2 transmission.  355 

Our study has several unique features, including evaluation of viral diversity on campus 356 

compared to the state over time. We found that clades/lineages common in the state were 357 

reliably observed within HCT even during year 1, when the number of samples collected was 358 

relatively small. There was a notable difference between year 1 and year 2 in the similarity 359 

between clade frequency on campus and in the state, with HCT clade frequencies observed 360 

during study year two almost identical to statewide frequencies. We also noted that the 361 

average delay between first observation of a clade or lineage on campus relative to first 362 

observation in the state was shorter during year 2 relative to year 1. These differences may be 363 

explained by differences in sample size, though we hypothesize that changes in infection 364 

control measures and in the virus, such as a return to in-person instruction, the introduction of 365 

more transmissible variants, and overall higher infection rates in year 2, also played a role. We 366 

observed evidence that the academic calendar influenced the relationship between viral 367 

diversity on campus and in the state. We saw spikes in the percent of WA clades and/or 368 

lineages represented on campus at the beginning of academic quarters in year 2. Lineages 369 

unique to HCT or seen first in HCT were also mostly collected at the beginning of academic 370 

quarters in year 2. These observations are consistent with increased importation of viral 371 

diversity into the HCT population when students, 10% of whom are international and 15% of 372 

whom are out-of-state residents, were returning to campus for the start of in-person 373 
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instruction from diverse geographic locations. These patterns were not observed in year 1 of 374 

the study when classes were held exclusively online.   375 

We used two different methodologies to define putative campus transmission clusters, 376 

one based on genetic distance and one based on phylogenic relationships. This was done to 377 

mitigate disadvantages of each method and assess robustness of results. When comparing zero 378 

distance and phylogenetic clusters, we noted similarities that are likely to be reflective of 379 

campus transmission dynamics. Both methodologies suggested that campus related 380 

transmission was common throughout the study period as most specimens were closely related 381 

to at least one other HCT specimen. Most clusters were confined to a single academic quarter 382 

as expected given drop off in campus population during breaks, though interestingly, there 383 

were some exceptions to this. Two phylogenetic clusters persisted through spring break 2021; 384 

one large Delta phylogenetic cluster started in early September 2021 and persisted into fall 385 

quarter 2021, and several Omicron clusters started in late December 2021 and persisted into 386 

winter quarter 2022, suggesting some on-going transmission among university affiliates even 387 

during academic breaks. Additionally, both cluster types indicated that campus transmission 388 

chains could persist for weeks to months despite frequent lineage replacement within the 389 

SARS-CoV-2 population. The number of clusters per academic quarter was stable during year 1 390 

and increased during year 2. This seems to be due to the increase in the number of specimens 391 

collected in year 2 relative to year 1, rather than a change in transmission dynamics, as the 392 

percent of specimens falling into zero distance, HCT-only zero distance, and phylogenetic 393 

clusters remained stable across the study period. Finally, we observed that average cluster size 394 

(for both zero distance and phylogenetic clusters) for a particular variant decreased with 395 
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increasing time since emergence of that variant. This is consistent with prior observations in 396 

WA22 and is thought to be indicative of a decrease in the effective reproduction number for 397 

viral variants the longer they have been circulating in a population.  398 

We also conducted a modelling analysis to assess concordance with our other results. 399 

The average number of days that viral lineages circulated on campus was estimated to be 77.2. 400 

This was surprisingly high given that longest persistence times of the three cluster types were 401 

153 days (zero distance), 35 days (HCT-only zero distance), and 60 days (phylogenetic), but does 402 

provide further support for the hypothesis that viral transmission among university affiliates 403 

was common during the study period. Interestingly, model results also suggested that viral flow 404 

between KC and HCT was mostly into the campus population during year 1 and then from the 405 

campus population during year 2. This could be the result of spread of new viral variants (Delta, 406 

Omicron), the return to in-person instruction in year 2 with an increase in campus population 407 

relative to year 1, or some combination of these. Given that we found few WA sequences that 408 

appeared to descend from HCT clusters, we were surprised that the model estimated a 409 

substantial number of transmission events from HCT to KC (estimated minimum of 130) and a 410 

significantly higher forward migration rate than from KC to HCT. Most of this difference is likely 411 

attributable to the vastly different population sizes of the two regions; KC has population of 412 

2.252 million while HCT enrolled 37,360 participants. If we imagine a SARS-CoV-2 transmission 413 

chain starting in KC, we expect a 1.7% chance of that transmission chain jumping into HCT due 414 

to differences in population size alone. Conversely, if the transmission chain started in HCT, we 415 

estimate a 98.3% chain of this chain infecting an individual in KC. This asymmetry corresponds 416 

to a 59.2 fold larger viral migration rate from HCT to KC than vice versa. The fact that this 417 
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magnitude increase is similar but still less than the 85.7 fold difference in estimated forward 418 

migration rates suggests that the difference in migration rates can largely be explained by the 419 

difference in population sizes, further augmented by the presence of population structure. In 420 

summary, the results of the modeling analysis do not suggest that SARS-CoV-2 cases in the HCT 421 

population had a disproportionate impact on KC, but also that nearly all HCT transmission 422 

chains resulted in an infection in the KC population.  423 

We used clinical, epidemiologic, and demographic data for HCT participants to assess 424 

the relationship of these factors to viral clustering. While findings that viruses from students 425 

were disproportionately represented in clusters and that average age of those with viruses in 426 

clusters was younger than the population average are not surprising, these results provide 427 

evidence to support the direction of limited infection control resources at IHEs to those most 428 

likely to be involved in transmission chains. Studies with more detailed information about 429 

participant housing, activities, behaviors, and vaccination status could help to further delineate 430 

drivers of this association between student status, age and, cluster membership to more 431 

strategically target infection control resources. Due to outbreaks associated with 432 

sorority/fraternity membership at the study university in 202016,31, the HCT study did collect 433 

data on participant involvement with these social groups and our results indicated that 434 

sorority/fraternity members were disproportionally represented in transmission clusters. Data 435 

on membership in other social groups, such as sport teams or clubs, was not collected by HCT 436 

and we are unable to comment on the impact of participation in these activities on involvement 437 

in campus-related viral transmission. We note, though, that unlike most social groups, sorority 438 

and fraternity members frequently live together in communal housing, which could be a major 439 
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driver of their risk of involvement in viral transmission chains. Finally, differences in clustering 440 

observed for symptomatic versus asymptomatic cases was an unanticipated result. One 441 

possible explanation is differences in behavior of the two groups, such as increased social 442 

distancing and isolation by symptomatic individuals.   443 

Limitations of our study included incomplete case identification and sampling on the 444 

university campus and in WA state during the study period. Additionally, sequence data could 445 

not be generated for all HCT cases, particularly those involving specimens with low amounts of 446 

viral RNA (high cycle thresholds). University affiliates could also test outside of HCT and 447 

sequenced specimens from affiliates collected outside HCT were classified as non-HCT WA 448 

sequences. This reflects the broader challenge of the lack of associated demographic and 449 

clinical data for most SARS-CoV-2 genomes in GISAID. This limits our understanding of 450 

relationships between viral transmission and factors such as gender, age, race/ethnicity, 451 

symptoms, and place of residence below the level of state. In addition, changing availability of 452 

genomic surveillance data over time and unequal sampling across WA and the world impacted 453 

the probability that a case was represented by a sequence in our dataset. We attempted to 454 

mitigate this potential bias in our modeling analysis by using spatiotemporal subsampling, 455 

which has been shown to improve inferential power of similar models24. However, conclusions 456 

of our modeling analysis, and all similar modeling analyses, are limited by the fact that results 457 

are based on assumptions about population sizes and migration rates, which may be 458 

inaccurate, and on the input sequence set, which represents a small fraction of all SARS-CoV-2 459 

cases occurring in the three regions during the study period. 460 
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Populations of IHEs have been and will continue to be a focus of SARS-CoV-2 research 461 

out of concern that these populations are prone to frequent transmission, which may have 462 

significant impacts on IHEs and surrounding communities. Varying results have made it 463 

challenging to derive generalizable lessons from studies conducted in IHEs during the last 464 

several years. Here we have characterized viral diversity and transmission at a single IHE over 465 

two years to gain an understanding of how viral diversity and transmission dynamics at a single 466 

institution can vary over time and to aid in the synthesis of the data and results from previous 467 

studies into a cohesive knowledge base. Such knowledge is vital to future optimization of 468 

interventions to limit spread of SARS-CoV-2 and other respiratory viruses in IHE populations.  469 
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Figure 1: Phylogenetic tree of all 3606 HCT sequences. Tips are colored by Nextstrain clade. 603 
Date of specimen collection is on the x-axis. 604 
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Figure 2: Frequency of Nextstrain clades among HCT and WA SARS-CoV-2 genomes over time. 625 
Each time point on the x-axis represents a two-week sliding window centered on that date. Y-626 
axis shows the distribution of genomes collected in that window among different clades. Blank 627 
sections for HCT represent two-week windows during which no sequenced specimens were 628 
collected. Chart colors correspond to Nextstrain clades as shown in the legend. Alpha variant 629 
clades are labeled “A”, Delta variant clades are labeled “D”, and Omicron variant clades are 630 
labeled “O” in the legend. A) Specimens collected during year 1 (September 1, 2020 to August 631 
31, 2021). B) Specimens collected during year 2 (September 1, 2021 to September 30, 2022).  632 
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 659 

 660 
 661 
 662 
Figure 3: Chronology of clusters of HCT sequences. Each bar represents a sequence cluster 663 
which extends from the collection date of the first specimen in the cluster to the collection date 664 
of the last specimen. Month and year of specimen collection is denoted at the top with dates of 665 
academic quarters in light gray, final exams in black, and university breaks in dark gray. Color of 666 
cluster bars corresponds to viral clade as indicated in the legend. Alpha variant clades are 667 
labeled “A”, Delta variant clades are labeled “D”, and Omicron variant clades are labeled “O” in 668 
the legend. Height of cluster bar is proportional to the number of sequences in the cluster. A) 669 
Zero distance clusters (groups of identical sequences). Bars with black outlines represent HCT-670 
only zero distance clusters (groups of identical sequences with haplotype unique to HCT). B) 671 
Phylogenetic clusters (groups of sequences that cluster phylogenetically). 672 
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 675 
 676 

 677 
Figure 4: Phylodynamic analysis of SARS-CoV-2 transmission between KC and HCT 678 
populations. A) Maximum clade credibility tree summary of the Bayesian inference conducted 679 
using MASCOT-Skyline on 1137 sequences. Colors correspond to the locations in the legend. KC 680 
= Sequences from King County (excluding those from HCT), HCT = Sequences from specimens 681 
collected by HCT, other = global contextual sequences from outside of King County sampled to 682 
increase spatiotemporal diversity. Estimated number of introductions B), exports C), and 683 
average time of local persistence in days D) for each region. Horizontal black line denotes 684 
median estimates. 685 
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 686 
 687 
Figure 5: Proportion of all migration events between HCT and KC. KC to HCT migration is in 688 
blue and HCT to KC migration is in orange. Proportions do not add up to 100% as migration 689 
events including the “other” region were excluded.  690 
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 707 
 708 
Figure 6: Demographic and epidemiologic characteristics of participants who experienced re-709 
infection and of those with sequenced specimens in clusters. For student, faculty & staff, 710 
asymptomatic, symptomatic, sorority/fraternity members, and non-members categories, the 711 
mid-line (x = 0) represents the percent representation of that category in the whole dataset. 712 
The purple, yellow, green, and blue dots give the percent difference between the frequency of 713 
that category among those who experienced re-infection and those with sequences in zero 714 
distance (groups of identical sequences), HCT-only zero distance (groups of identical sequences 715 
with haplotype unique to HCT), and phylogenetic clusters (groups of sequences that cluster 716 
phylogenetically), respectively, and its frequency in the whole dataset. Intervals marked by 717 
black dots connected by a bar indicate the 95% confidence interval. For age all, age students, 718 
and age non-students categories, the mid-line (x = 0) represents the average age at time of 719 
infection for all sequences, sequences from students, and sequences from non-students, 720 
respectively. The purple, yellow, green, and blue dots give the difference between the above 721 
averages and the average age of those who experienced re-infection and for sequences in zero 722 
distance, HCT-only zero distance, and phylogenetic clusters, respectively. Intervals marked by 723 
black dots connected by a bar indicate the 95% confidence interval. 724 
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Supplements 733 
 734 
Supplementary Note S1 735 
 736 

Nextstrain clades and Pango lineages are two of the most commonly used methods for 737 
classifying SARS-CoV-2. The Pango lineage system names lineages using a series of letters 738 
separated from a series of numbers by a period (for instance, A.1 and B.2.75). The system is 739 
hierarchical such that B.2.75 is a sublineage of the B.2 lineage. If a sublineage becomes 740 
common enough, it is assigned its own alphabetic name. For instance, B.1.1.529 is equivalent to 741 
BA. The Nextstrain clade system assigns names of two numbers corresponding to the year 742 
when the viral group was first observed and then a letter (for instance, 19A and 22C). In 743 
general, Nextstrain clades are usually larger (more inclusive) than Pango lineages, such that a 744 
clade will be composed of multiple lineages.  745 
 746 
Supplementary Note S2 747 
 748 

For purposes of this study, we deemed an HCT participant to have been re-infected or 749 
superinfected with SARS-CoV-2 during the study period if they had at least two sequenced 750 
SARS-CoV-2 specimens that were determined to be of different clades and/or lineages. We did 751 
not observe any participants with 3 or more sequenced specimens each of different clades 752 
and/or lineages. It is possible that we excluded from the re-infected/superinfected participant 753 
group participants that experienced re-infection/superinfection with two closely related viruses 754 
(ie of the same clade and lineage). However, given the difficulty in distinguishing these 755 
situations from on-going shedding of the same virus, we chose to limit our list of re-756 
infected/superinfected participants to those that had viruses of different clades and/or 757 
lineages. 758 
 759 
Supplementary Note S3 760 
 761 

One of the 46 individuals identified as re-infected or superinfected had two sequenced 762 
specimens of two different clades/lineages collected only 6 days apart (first specimen is 763 
22B/BA.5 and second is 21L/BA.2.3). The sequencing reads for both specimens were reviewed 764 
and there was no evidence in either specimen of mixed infection. These two specimens were 765 
the participant’s only SARS-CoV-2 positive specimens collected by HCT. Prior to testing positive 766 
the first time, the participant reported a known SARS-CoV-2 exposure but no recent travel. The 767 
participant denied having any history of previous SARS-CoV-2 infection prior to this first positive 768 
test. The participant reported experiencing symptoms for several days. The possibility of a 769 
specimen swap cannot be completely excluded, though there are numerous measures built into 770 
the study protocol to prevent such errors and a review of the documentation surrounding the 771 
collection of these specimens found no anomalies. Individuals testing using someone else’s 772 
information also cannot be excluded as a possibility, though is less likely in this case as both 773 
specimens were collected via staff observed in-person testing. 774 
 775 
 776 
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 777 
Supplementary Figures 778 
 779 

 780 
Supplementary Figure S1: Total number of sequenced HCT specimens collected across the 781 
study period by two week sliding window. 782 
 783 
 784 
 785 

 786 
Supplementary Figure S2: Percent of WA clades/lineages observed among sequenced HCT 787 
specimens by study month. 788 
 789 
 790 
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 792 
 793 

  794 
Supplementary Figure S3: Date of first observation of clades and lineages in WA and in HCT. 795 
Blue dots represent Nextstrain clades. Orange dots represent Pango lineages. A) Chart with 796 
date of first observation in HCT on the x-axis and first observation in WA on the y-axis. B) Chart 797 
with size of clade/lineages on the x-axis and date of first observation in HCT minus first 798 
observation in WA (in days) on the y-axis. 799 
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 802 
 803 
Supplementary Figure S4: Percent of sequenced specimens in zero distance, HCT-only zero 804 
distance, and phylogenetic clusters calculated in one month sliding window periods. 805 
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 39 

Supplementary Figure S5: Average size of HCT sequence clusters by month. A) Proportion of 834 
total sequenced HCT specimens represented by each Nextstrain clade by month. B) Average 835 
size of zero distance clusters of each Nextstrain clade by month. C) Average size of phylogenetic 836 
clusters of each Nextstrain clade by month.  837 
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 849 
Supplementary Figure S6: Phylogenetic tree showing HCT-only zero distance cluster with 850 
largest number of non-HCT descendants. HCT genomes are represented by blue nodes and 851 
non-HCT genomes by yellow nodes. 852 
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 863 
 864 
Supplementary Figure S7: Demographic and epidemiologic characteristics of participants who 865 
experienced re-infection and of those with sequenced specimens in clusters. For each 866 
category (female, male, Latinx, Not Latinx, White, Asian, Other Race, Seattle campus, and other 867 
campuses), the mid-line (x = 0) represents the frequency of that category in the whole dataset. 868 
The purple, yellow, green, and blue dots give the percent difference between the frequency of 869 
that category among those who experienced re-infection and those with sequences in zero 870 
distance (groups of identical sequences), HCT-only zero distance (groups of identical sequences 871 
with haplotype unique to HCT), and phylogenetic clusters (groups of sequences that cluster 872 
phylogenetically), respectively, and the frequency of that category in the whole dataset. The 873 
intervals marked by black dots connected by a bar mark the 95% confidence interval of the 874 
values given by the purple, yellow, green, and blue dots.  875 
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